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 V-SFT 5.0.1Macro EditorMaximize the convenience of macros. Goto (search) the macro you want to use immediately. Search for the macro code and view in the macro editor.Copy macro functionExecute to an Arduino Uno or another serial port (do not share serial port).Maximize .V-SFT version 5Macro ExampleV-SFT version 5Macro EditorGOTO:1~4to search the macro you want to use
immediately.2~5Select macro code and copy to the Arduino editor.6~7Maximize macros to USBMaximize macros to USB.3~8Copy all macros to USB. (never share serial port)9~10Maximize macros to USB (never share serial port)Note: Never use the output signal of the MONITOUCH for operations that may threaten human life or .Predictive value of procalcitonin in pneumonia and shock

complicating influenza: Results from the Influenza DREAM trial. In the Influenza DREAM trial, a prospective, randomized, double-blind trial, thromboprophylaxis significantly reduced deaths due to respiratory and circulatory failure during the first 30 days after influenza A/H1N1 infection. Procalcitonin (PCT) has been used as a marker of sepsis, and, compared with C-reactive protein (CRP), PCT
is less influenced by influenza A/H1N1 infection. We investigated the potential role of PCT as an early marker of severe complications of influenza. We analyzed data from a randomized trial (n = 2430) comparing placebo, enoxaparin, and ambroxol in outpatients with seasonal influenza A/H1N1 infection. We measured CRP and PCT on days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10. We evaluated the predictive

value of CRP and PCT for respiratory and circulatory failure and for intensive care unit (ICU) admission or death. In the placebo group, 120 patients (6.5%) developed pneumonia and 30 (1.6%) shock. PCT levels were significantly higher in patients with pneumonia or shock on day 2 (2.1 and 3.5, respectively) compared with patients without complications (1.0; p
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